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“Art is not, as the metaphysicians say, the manifestation of some 

mysterious idea of beauty or God; it is not, as the aesthetical physiologists 

say, a game in which man lets off his excess of stored-up energy; it is not 

the expression of man’s emotions by external signs; it is not the production 

of pleasing objects; and, above all, it is not pleasure; but it is a means 

of union among men, joining them together in the same feelings, and 

indispensable for the life and progress toward well-being of individuals 

and of humanity.”

- Leo Tolstoy - What is Art? 
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INTRODUCTION //

Baz-Art is a non-profit organisation 
that channels its energies and 
achieves its objectives through Art 
Creation, Education, Incorporation and 
Development. 

The Baz-Art business model is to 
encourage novel partnerships between 
South African artists and populations, 
neighborhoods, businesses, and 
organizations in the community. Baz-
Art strives for inclusivity, involvement 
and community respect.

Moreover, Baz-Art is in it for the long 
haul, with relevant and sustainable 
long-term development objectives. 

The Baz-Art modus operandi is to first 
identify a development opportunity 
with a number of diverse but inter-
related outcomes, and then employ 
their skills, insights, network and 
experience to uplift, engage and 
empower others.
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The “art” Baz-Art engages is a wide variety of forms, expressions, mediums and techniques existing in public art reflection: abstract or 

realist, formal and informal, indoors and out. 

What distinguishes public art is the unique association of how it is made, where it is, and what it means. Public art can express 

community values, enhance our environment, transform a landscape, heighten our awareness, or question our assumptions. Placed 

in public sites, this art is there for everyone, a form of collective community expression. Public art is a reflection of how we see the 

world – the artist’s response to our time and place combined with our own sense of who we are.

Baz-Art’s sphere of interest is to commission, preserve, interpret & promote public art of any styles and 
forms, including street art, public art, graffiti, fine art, finger painting, spray painting and many other forms 
of artistic expression in South Africa. 

By building a supportive foundation to the artists, Baz-Art creates the bridge to other members of communities: neighbourhood 

groups, local businesses, educative system, public organisation and the like. Public art is a part of our public history, part of our 

evolving culture and our collective memory. By giving a future to our artists, we also give a meaning to our cities. As artists respond to 

our times, they reflect their inner vision to the outside world, and they create a chronicle of our public experience. The organisation 

aspires to play a part in creating sustainable, long-term relationships that will continue to use art to transform lives across time and 

space.

“In a diverse society, all art cannot appeal to all people, nor should it be expected to do so. Art attracts attention; that is what it is 
supposed to do. Is it any wonder, then, that public art causes controversy? Varied popular opinion is inevitable, and it is a healthy sign 
that the public environment is acknowledged rather than ignored. To some degree, every public art project is an interactive process 
involving artists, architects, design professionals, community residents, civic leaders, politicians, approval agencies, funding agencies, 
and construction teams. The challenge of this communal process is to enhance rather than limit the artist’s involvement.” *

*Association for Public Art, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
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BAZ-ART’S VISION IS TO SHOWCASE THE POWER OF STREET ART AND ITS ABILITY 
TO  TRANSFORM COMMUNITIES AND INDIVIDUALS ON A MICRO AND MACRO SCALE. 
BAZ- ART’S MISSION IS BASED ON 3 PILLARS: EDUCATION, SOCIAL INCLUSION, AND 
ARTISTIC ECLOSION.

education
Art education has been shown to have 
various positive academic, cognitive, 
personal, social and civil benefits. 
Art activities can foster a sense of 
community. They can help to create 
a place of safety and security where 
students can learn from one another 
as they engage with themselves and 
their environment. 

Art can also activate and enhance 
other skills as diverse as reading 
proficiency, verbal memory, language 
and leadership. 
Art gives children a chance to use 
their imagination, which is especially 
helpful in situations where resources 

are limited. 

It helps children become more flexible 
as well as to think abstractly, qualities 
that assist in problem solving and 
reasoning. Art also catalyses personal 
emotional development by teaching one 
to challenge assumptions.

But above all, Art is a bridge across 
Cultural differences by teaching 
disciplines, acceptance, engagement, the 
value of efforts, of interacting in a social 
environment, of tolerance and pride to 
the children, leveling all social disparities.

vision & mission //
ABOUT BAZ-ART

Baz-Art brings Kids to Art 
and Art to Kids.
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ARTISTIC ECLOSION
Unlike the rest of the world, Africa does NOT yet 
have flagship event expressing the history, the 
creativity, the talent, the richness, diversity and 
ultimate style of its Artists.

From India to Tahiti, Cambera to Sao Paulo, public 
art, street art and globally contemporary urban 
art festivals are blossoming all around the world.

Even if Africa is rapidly growing into one 
of the biggest cultural powerhouses for 
the arts, our local talents are leaving the 
Continent to make a better artistic and 
financial use of their skills.

Baz-Art’s mission is to make Africa, starting with 
South Africa, “the Art place to be”. By building 
a structure for the artists, to create freely, 
without restraints, by generating partnerships 
and business opportunities, as well as access to 
international exposure, Baz-Art helps to reverse 
the current trend, assisting the artists in creating 
their legacy and heritage for future generations in 
their home country.
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SOCIAL INCLUSION
Working with communities, schools, businesses and a wide 
variety of other organisations, Baz-Art aims to help create 
an environment where art is used to improve people’s  
physical and social environments.

Art can transform how an area is perceived and 
experienced by its inhabitants as well as the wider public. 
Art can enhance the appearance and personality of a 
neighbourhood, thereby increasing the local community’s 
sense of pride and belonging. 

Improvements in physical surroundings as well as 
emotional awareness and sentiment can help to create 
jobs, such as guiding tours, and support businesses such 
as coffee shops and art galleries. Street art adds a distinct 
and unique character to an area, often encouraging local 
and international tourism.

Waddacor, who has spent much of his life documenting 
street art, says: “street art brings colour, brightening the 
lives of those who see it, and content, creating a dialogue 
that can reach people you have never met.” 

Recognizing how public art intersects with a variety of 
positive outcomes in communities, Baz-Art seeks to 
engage entire communities to create social cohesion and 
effect social transformation.

“ I’ve seen graffiti impact poor and forgotten areas 
and communities in a very inspiring way ”

Cale Waddacor, the author of Graffiti South Africa
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©Baz Art - A child taking part in Baz-Art mural painting activity
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1. Education
Art is not always an option for students in the Cape Town area. Even if classes 
are available, it is often not seen as all that desirable in the way sports and gang 
membership might be. Baz-Art aims to raise the profile of arts in schools and after-
school programs, and encourage youngsters to experiment and express themselves 
through different art forms.

TARGETS: A NEW STREET, A NEW 
BRAIN, A NEW UNDERSTANDING

A New Street is about encouraging children 
to choose art over other activities. A New 
Brain hopes to stimulate the development of 
skills that other activities might not activate. 
A New Understanding seeks to introduce 
students to the art that is around them, and 
catalyse them into thinking and interacting 
with their environment and others around 
them in new and meaningful ways.

A NEW STREET AND A NEW BRAIN

Intervention: The creation of after-school 
art classes in eight schools in disadvantaged  
communities with a focus on children aged
6-12 years old. Cape Town street artists will
lead 15-25 students in one three-hour art

Intervention: The creation of after-school 
art classes in eight schools in disadvantaged  
communities with a focus on children aged 
6-12 years old. Cape Town street artists will 
lead 15-25 students in one three-hour art 
class per week. Participants will engage in 
different art techniques and use various 
mediums. The after-school program will 
encourage participants to explore different 
themes and experiment with a variety of 
ways to express themselves and their own 
personal beliefs, thoughts, aspirations and 
dreams.

Deliverables

Target of 140 children enrolled in after-school 
art classes.

Engagement with and mentorship from eight 
local Cape Town teachers and street artists. 

Blog posts published about the after school 
art programme with information about its 
impact including case studies.

Online showcase of students’ art projects.

PILLARS & PLANS
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Public art display of students’ work every six months. 

Feedback workshop on lessons learned and 
achievements. 

Fewer children hanging around on the streets 
and engaging in unsavoury activities after school 
(anecdotal evidence).

Annual budget: for eight schools with a weekly art 
class, plus an annual exhibition and workshops: R1.2 
million (R2,700 per school per week)

A NEW understanding

Intervention: Exposing participants of the after-
school art programs as well as other schoolchildren 
to public art in their own neighbourhoods. Areas to 
be visited include Salt River, Woodstock, Khayelitsha 
and Mitchells Plain. Children will have the 
opportunity to learn about the distinct art history of 
each location and interact with the artists.

Deliverables

Outings for students from 16 schools (approximately 
300 children) to selected neighbourhoods. 

Participation from 20 street artists.

Blog posts published about the visits.

Feedback workshop on lessons learned and 
achievements.

Annual budget: R60,000 (R100 per child for 16 
schools and 2 visits per year).
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2. artistic eclosion
Art is not always an option for students in the Cape Town area. Even if classes 
are available, it is often not seen as all that desirable in the way sports and 
gang membership might be. Baz-Art aims to raise the profile of arts in schools 
and after-school programs, and encourage youngsters to experiment and 
express themselves through different art forms.

TARGETS: BENEFIT ARTISTS, BENEFIT SOUTH AFRICA AND 
BENEFIT THE WORLD

The plan is to Benefit Artists by giving them new opportunities; Benefit South Africa 
by enhancing the country’s image; and Benefit the World by bringing new work into 
the international canon and by creating a two-way exchange between South Africa 
and other countries for the mutual benefit of all.

BENEFIT ARTISTS

Intervention: Creation of international ex-change programs/residencies - in 
collaboration with art schools, galleries and other organisations. Baz-Art will set up 
exchange programs for five South African artists per year. After being selected by a 
panel of judges, including representatives from the worlds of art and marketing, the 
artists will travel in order to network and showcase their work outside of South Africa 
for 3-4 months.

Deliverables

Participation of five South African artists.

Media coverage

Blog posts

Post-trip evaluation including lessons learned and achievements recorded.

Annual budget: R1.2 million (R240,000 per artist, includes selection process and travel 
and accommodation).

PILLARS & PLANS
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©First Thursday- Exhibition in Cape Town
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BENEFIT SOUTH AFRICA

Intervention:  Baz-Art will work towards building the art world network and increasing 
local artists’ engagement with existing art programmes in South Africa, such as 
Infecting the City, First Thursdays art walk, That Art Fair. Public relations assistance 
will be given to artists to promote South African art abroad through the media and 
involvement with organisations and associations elsewhere. Travelling artists and art 
will act as ambassadors for the country, increasing interest in the country’s art and 
creating additional benefits such as increased tourism.

Deliverables

Increased sense of motivation and pride among artists (anecdotal evidence).

Earnings raised by sales of artists’ work.

Media coverage.

Annual budget: R150,000 (R30,000 per artist)

BENEFIT THE WORLD

Intervention:  Creation of a travelling exhibition of work created for the International 
Public Art Festival. Development of five exhibitions and 10 workshops in countries 
where South African artists have residencies.

Deliverables

Evaluation of attendance and reach of each exhibition and workshop.

Blog posts.

Media coverage.

Feedback workshop on lessons learned.

Annual budget: R250,000 (R50,000 per artist)
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3. social inclusion
When people become involved in the upkeep of places they develop a sense 
of ownership or connection to the place. The residents’ feeling of respect and 
responsibility for the place bonds them to that place and with each other, 
and the community becomes a better place to live, work and visit.

TARGETS: EMBELLISHMENT, CAREERS AND SECURITY

Embellishment involves beautifying public areas, Careers refer to job creation and 
Security refers to community safety.

EMBELLISHMENT

Intervention: Using street art to physically transform the area. Improvements in a 
neighbourhood lead to more people visiting which, in turn, means spin-off benefits 
such as new shops and cafes and job creation. 

Deliverables

A record will be published online with regular photographs of the area. 

25 wall murals created by 25 artists.

Increased number of visitors, local and foreign.

Feedback workshop on lessons learned and evaluation of success of embellishment and 
potential avenues for improvement.

Annual budget: R56,000  (R50,000 per mural plus R6,000 for upkeep).

PILLARS & PLANS
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CAREERS

Intervention: Creation of various initiatives to support spin-off projects 
leveraging off, for example, increased tourism. These include the development 
of a tour guide program (training of initial 1,000 participants) and creation of 
food stalls.

Deliverables

0.5% decrease in local unemployment.

Increase of 10% percent in local GDP.

Positive transformation in area (anecdotal evidence, from outsiders and insiders).

Community involvement in IPAF.

Budget

R 15,000 per guide for training and certification (x10)

R 5,000 per neighbourhood embellishment gardeners (x20)

R 10,000 assistance finance to new spinoff projects (x15) eg. food business to 
serve tourists.

SECURITY

Through embellishment and improving locals’ job prospects the area will be 
made safer. This in turn will encourage more individuals to visit the area and 
participate in the art movement thus creating a virtuous cycle.

Intervention: Give local security guards or unemployed people money to keep 
an eye on things. 

Deliverables

Decrease in crime from 2016 figures (including four murders; 24 instances of sexual 
assault; 220 common robberies; 165 cases of malicious damage to property; 206 
burglaries at non-residential premises and 454 at residential premises).

Increase sense of safety and security among residents (anecdotal evidence).

Increased tourism.

Budget: R300,000 (R5,000 per month x 5 watchmen) per neighbourhood watchman.
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SALT RIVER

THE INAUGURAL INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC ART FESTIVAL (IPAF) TOOK PLACE IN AND 
AROUND SALT RIVER, CAPE TOWN FROM THE 10-19TH OF FEBRUARY 2017 AND WAS  
BAZ-ART’S (NPO) FIRST EVENT IN CAPE TOWN.

IPAF is designed with three goals in mind :

To position Cape Town as a global hub in the art world. 
To showcase,both locally and internationally, the work of South African artists including 
artwork created under the collaboration between Baz-Art and communities throughout 
the year.
To uplift communities and make their neighborhoods more beautiful, happier, safer and 
more inspiring places to live.

Here is the process conducted  to reach the goals:

Presentation of the project to the Municipality (Events department – Councillor’s office)

Introduction of the project to the local community leaders and relevant organisations: 
Department of Arts and Culture, Heritage Department of Cape Town, Salt River 
Councillor’s office, departments and authorities responsible for parks, roads, fire 
brigade, police and housing, as well as the Salt River Improvement District, Salt River 
taxes payers organisation, Sports clubs, Religious organisation, Neighbourhood watch, 
Schools...

Door to door and leaflet distribution to open debate in the district of Salt River with 
other community spokespeople, homeowners, neighbours of homeowners and so on. 

IPAF, FIRST PUBLIC ART 
EVENT, SALT RIVER, 
CAPE TOWN //
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ipaf

1.
2.

3.

1.

2.

3.



Signatures from all the aforementioned parties for permit application.

Artists: contracting onto aspects (festival and social involvment, artpiece creation 
and travelling exhibitions).

Salt River Commercial Improvement District and partnership pre-agreement.

Permits validation for each wall to be painted “by law“.

Local suppliers (food, security, voluntary guides)

Press&Media planning releases.

Logistic and Artistic implementation.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Final outcome in figures (10 to 19 Feb):

35 artists, from Cape Town, Johannesburg & Durban

10 artists from Mozambique, Australia, Ukraine, Kenya, France and USA

3000sqm of painted walls

17 private houses/shops

1200 spray cans

90 canvases painted for the exhibitions

At present, 8 exhibitions confirmed: 3 in Africa, 4 in Europe and 1 in the USA.
 

140 children went through the workshop programs from Salt River High School, 
Dryden Primary School, Alpha School and Reddam House

A 125 metre wall in Dove Street is being painted by children of Salt River facilitated 
by two street artists. This wall painting project involves the mapping of children’s 
drawings and stenciled portraits of the children’s faces, which are being coloured in 
by those children.
 

3000 visitors

90 guided tours

3 jobs creation

A value of 3 Mzar Medias exposure
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WITH FOR MISSION TO USE ART TO 
BRIGHTEN PEOPLE’S LIVES IN EVERY 
WAY, WITH 45 ARTISTS, TEAMING-UP 
TO REVAMP SALT RIVER THE 10-DAY 
FESTIVAL –  HAS REACHED ITS GOALS

Children went to art classes, neighborhoods 
was cleaned up and enhanced by large, 
well-maintained murals, unemployed 
people are given training and opportunities 
and entrepreneurs are supported as they 
set up spin-off businesses such as food 
stalls or galleries.

Baz-Art will facilitate now an International 
travelling exhibition of work by South 
African street artists. It will be designed to 
generate cross-cultural communication, 
exchanges and other opportunities. 
Locally, Baz-Art will initiate a number 
of partnerships based on utilising public 
art to enhance areas through visual and 
moral upliftment, as well as creating direct 
employment and income.
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budget //

finances

BUDGET PER OCCURENCE

PILLAR I

EDUCATION
TARGET 1

TARGET 1

TARGET 1

TARGET 1

2 OP. MANAGERS

1 ADMIN & 1  PR MANAGER

OFFICE AND STORAGE COSTS

TRANSPORTATION

per manager per month

per month

per annum

R45.000

R45.000

R17.000

R200.000

TARGET 2

TARGET 2

TARGET 2

TARGET 2

TARGET 3

TARGET 3

TARGET 3

NEW STREET & NEW BRAIN

NEW UNDERSTANDING

R2700 per class/week

R100 per kid/school

PILLAR II

INTERNATIONAL

ARTISTS

SOUTH AFRICA

WORLD

R240 000/per artist

R30 000/per artist

R50 000/per artist

WALLS x 25

JOBS x 45

SECURITY x5

R56 000 per wall

R10 000 per job (x10)

R25 000 per month (x25)

PILLAR III

COMMUNITY

IPAF

BAZ-ART
OPERATIONS COSTS

x 8 
schools

x 5
 artists

x 25
walls

BUGET PER YEAR

= R1 ,3M

=R1,6M

=R2,1M

TOTAL =R9,221 M

CREDIBILITY

ARTISTS

COMMUNITY

FESTIVAL BUGET
R1 M
R3 M
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